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ABSTRACT
RESTART is an accelerated simulation technique that allows the evaluation of extremely low probabilities. In this method a number of simulation retrials are performed when the process enters regions of
the state space where the chance of occurrence of the rare event is higher. These regions are defined
by means of a function of the system state called the importance function. Guidelines for obtaining
suitable importance functions and formulas for the importance function of two-stage networks were provided in previous papers. In this paper, we obtain effective importance functions for RESTART simulation
of Jackson networks where the rare set is defined as the number of customers in a particular ('target')
node exceeding a predefined threshold. Although some rough approximations and assumptions are used
to derive the formulas of the importance functions, they are good enough to estímate accurately very low
probabilities for different network topologies within short computational time.

1. Introduction
The goal of traffic engineering is to optimize a network's performance to achieve predefined requirements. The performance requirements of broadband communication networks and ultra reliable systems are often expressed in terms of events with very low probability.
Developing good estimates of quality of service provided by a network, requires studying scenarios that may occur rarely during the life of
the network. Analytical or numerical evaluation of low probabilities is only possible for a very restricted class of systems and although
simulation is an effective means of studying such systems, acceleration methods are necessary because crude simulations require prohibitively long execution times for the accurate estimation of very low probabilities.
One such method is importance sampling. The basic idea behind this approach is to alter the probability measure governing events so
that the formerly rare event occurs more often. One drawback of this technique is the difficulty of selecting an appropriate change of measure since it depends on the system being simulated. Most research has focused on finding good heuristics for particular types of models.
One of the exceptions in the literature is the paper of Dupuis and Wang (2009), which deals with the construction of asymptotically optimal
importance sampling schemes for queueing networks based on subsolutions. Importance sampling has difficulties to deal with large systems and/or systems with feedback.
Another method is RESTART (REpetitive Simulation Triáis After Reaching Thresholds), which has a precedent of much more limited
scope in the splitting method described in Kahn and Harris (1951). Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (1991) coined the ñame RESTART and made a theoretical analysis that yields the variance of the estimator and the gain obtained with one threshold. A rigorous analysis of múltiple thresholds was made by Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2002).
In the RESTART method a more frequent occurrence of a formerly rare event is achieved by performing a number of simulation retrials
when the process enters regions of the state space where the importance is greater, i.e., regions where the chance of occurrence of the rare
event is higher. These regions, called importance regions, are defined by comparing the valué taken by a function of the system state, the
importance function, with certain thresholds. Optimal valúes for thresholds and the number of retrials that maximize the gain obtained
with RESTART were derived in Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2002).
The application of this method to particular models requires the choice of a suitable importance function. The problem of finding the
optimal importance function has been compared by Garvels et al. (2002) with the problem of finding a good change of measure in importance sampling, because in both cases "knowledge about the behaviour of the system leading to the rare event is necessary". Glasserman
et al. (1999) stated that "splitting ultimately relies on a detailed understanding of a process's rare event asymptotic, much as importance

sampling does". They suggested that it may be difficult to use splitting or RESTART for systems with multi-dimensional state space. They
presented bad results of a two-queue Jackson tándem network that were due to a bad choice of the importance function. Dean and Dupuis
(2009) studied the construction of asymptotically optimal RESTART algorithms based on subsolutions. Unlike with importance sampling,
which requires classical sense subsolutions, RESTART requires subsolutions only in the viscosity sense. Although this seems an interesting
approach, they only presented examples of simple networks.
To obtain the importance function by means of formulas or by uncomplicated algorithms is of great interest for the application of RESTART to multi-dimensional state systems. L'Ecuyer et al. (2007) stated that "in the case of multi-dimensional state spaces, good choices of
the importance function for splitting are crucial, and are definitely non-trivial to obtain in general". Tuffin and Trivedi (2000) pointed out
that "the most challenging work for future research is to find and implement an efficient algorithm to determine good importance functions for defining thresholds". If such formulas or algorithms were implemented in simulators as those described in Lamers and Gorg
(2002), Tuffin and Trivedi (2000), and Zimmermann et al. (2006), the method could be used by a non-specialist in rare event simulation.
In Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2002) the gain obtained with the application of RESTART was expressed as the optimal RESTART gain divided by several inefficiency factors, one of them reflecting the non-optimal choice of the importance function. This factor
was analysed in Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2006) and guidelines for selecting heuristically such a function were provided.
In Garvels et al. (2002), an algorithm based on reverse-time simulation was used to obtain an importance function for the two-queue Jackson tándem network, but such algorithm is difficult to implement in models with bigger state space. In Villén-Altamirano (2007) formulas
for obtaining effective importance functions were provided for two-stage Markovian networks with any number of nodes in each stage.
The present paper copes with the case of Jackson networks where the rare set is defined as the number of jobs in a particular ('target')
node exceeding a predefined threshold. A restriction of the Jackson network considered is that all the nodes have a distance not greater
than 2 from the target node, that is, the customers leaving a node go directly to the target node (distance 1) or through only one intermedíate node (distance 2). Formulas for obtaining effective importance functions will be first provided for three-stage Markovian networks
with any number of nodes in each stage and then generalized for the Jackson networks with distance not greater than 2. It will be tested by
simulation that the formulas are also valid for general Jackson networks without any type of restriction. Even for a network as simple as the
three-queue tándem network, it is not possible to calcúlate the optimal importance function, see Garvels et al. (2002). Therefore, some
approximations, one of them a rough approximation, are needed to derive these formulas. The goodness of the importance functions derived in the paper with such approximations is supported by the simulation results obtained: for most network topologies and loads, accurate estimations of very low probabilities (lower than 10~30) can be obtained in short or modérate computational time. Let us observe that
the approximations could affect the efficiency of the method, though they do not affect the correctness of the estimates. That is, longer
computational time would be necessary to estímate the same probability with the same confidence if the importance function were not
cióse to the optimal one (the importance function that minimizes the computational effort for the same confidence of the results). If
the importance function were too far from the optimal one the computational time could be prohibitive.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review of the method and Section 3 describes the system under study. Section 4
derives the formulas of the importance function and Section 5 provides the simulation study.
2. Desciiption of RESTART
RESTART has been described in several papers, e.g., Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2002, 2006), Villén-Altamirano (2007).
Nevertheless it is briefly described here, and with much more detail in Supplementary material.
Let Q denote the state space of a process X(t) and A a rare subset of the state space whose probability must be estimated. A nested sequence of sets of states C¡(Ci Z) C2 Z) ... CM), is defined, which determines a partition of the state space Q into regions C¡ - C¡+i; the higher
the valué of ¡, the higher the importance of the región C¡ - C¡+i. These sets are defined by means of a function <P -. Q —> SR, called the importance function. Thresholds 1,(1 sg i sg M) of <P are defined so that each set C¡ is associated with <P > T¡.
RESTART works as follows: each time the process enters a set C¡, the system state is saved and R¡ triáis of level i are performed. Each trial
of level i is a simulation path that starts with the saved state and finishes (except the last one) when it leaves set C¡. The last trial, which
continúes after leaving set C¡, potentially leads to new sets of triáis of level i if set C¡ is reached again. A set C¡+i may be reached in a trial of
level i and an analogous process is set in motion: R¡+i triáis of level i + 1 are performed, and so on. Some more notations:
. P = Pr{A}; C M+1 =A;
• Pj,/,(0 sg i sg h sg M + 1 ) : probability of the set Ch, knowing that the system is in a state of the set C¡. For h sg M, as Ch c C¡,Ph/¡ =
Pr{Ch}/Pr{C,};

• r,=rMj,(l=SKM);
• Í3¡(1 sg i sg M): set of possible system states x¡, when the process enters set C¡;
• P*A/X (1 sg i sg M): importance of state x¡, defined as the expected number of events A in a trial of level i starting with that system state;
• PA/i{\ sg í sí M): expected importance when the process enters set C¡:

where F(x¡) is the distribution function of X¡;
• V(PA/X)(1 sg i sg M): variance of the importance when the process enters set C¡:

v{n/Xt) = fa(n/*t)2ti:(xt)-FA/i)2In Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2002) it is proved that the gain (also called speedup) G obtained with RESTART is given by:
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The term 1/(P(- lnP + l) 2 ) can be considered the ideal gain because it is the máximum gain that can be obtained (except some rare cases).
Factors/v,/o,/R and/ T , all ofthemequal toor greater than 1 (with the exception of/v which may be smallerthan 1 in some rare cases), can be
considered inefficiency factors that reduce the actual gain with respect to the ideal gain. Each factor reflects:
•
•
•
•
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non-optimal choice of the importance function.
computer overhead of RESTART.
non-optimal choice of the number of retrials.
non-optimal choice of the thresholds.

In Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2002) criteria for minimizing factors/ 0 ,/ R and/ T were given. Avalué of the factor/R very
cióse to 1 can be achieved if the accumulated number of triáis is chosen according to:
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Factor fT is minimized by choosing very cióse thresholds, i.e., P¡+i/¡ cióse to one. An upper bound oífT is given by, see Villén-Altamirano and
Villén-Altamirano (2002):
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Factor/o affects to the computational time but not to the number of events to be simulated. This factor usually takes modérate valúes.
In Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2006) factor fv was analyzed and guidelines for choosing the importance function were
provided. The following upper bound of fv was given: fv sg MOXI^M+IO + V(PA/X¡)/(PA/¡)2)- Thus, the main concern is to minimize
V(P*A/X.). It can be achieved by a proper choice of the importance function.
3. System under study
A general Jackson network with any number of nodes is studied. Customer arrivals and departures are allowed in all the nodes. After
being served in node /, customers can go to any node m with probability p,m or they can leave the network with probability p ;o . The steadystate probability of the number of customers exceeding a level at a target node, Qtg > L, is estimated. It is assumed that all the nodes have a
distance from the target node not greater than 2. Let us denote K the number of nodes with distance 1 and H the number of nodes with
distance 2, for any valué of/<and H. It will be seen later that the restriction of not allowing nodes with distance from the target node greater
than 2 could be removed without affecting significantly the efficiency of the method. The correctness of the results is not affected by the
removal of this restriction. Customers with independent Poisson arrivals enter each node from the outside with arrival rates y-¡¡,i = 1,..., H
to the nodes with distance 2, y2j,j = 1, ...,/< to the nodes with distance 1 and ytg to the target node. The total arrival rates to each node
(arrivals from the outside + arrivals from the other nodes) are denoted by: Á-¡¡, i = 1,..., H, l2¡,j = 1,..., K and Xtg, respectively. The service
times of all the nodes are assumed to be exponentially distributed with service rates ¡iu, i = 1,... ,H, ¿t2.,j = 1,... ,K and fitg, respectively.
The buffer space in each queue is assumed to be infinite. Let us observe that Á-¡¡ = yu + ]CÜI^IJPK + E/Li^2/Pj¡ + hgPtg¡,i = 1,... ,H. Analogous equations are obtained for l2¡,j = \,...,K and Átg. The loads of the nodes are p lf = li,//^,, i = 1,..., H, p2¡ = hj/fJ-2jJ = 1, • • •, K and
ptg = Átg/fitg} respectively.
The system state X(t) is given by (Qn,..., Q.1H; Q21, • • •, Q.2K; Q.tg). where Q_v is the random variable indicating the number of customers
in the ¿th queue of the nodes with distance 2 from the target node at instant t, Q_2j is this number in the jth queue of the nodes with distance
1 from the target node and Qtg is this number in the target queue.
As a particular case of the previous model, we will study a three-stage Markovian network with H nodes in the first stage, K nodes in the
second stage and N nodes in the third stage, for any valué of H, K and N. Customers only enter nodes of the first stage with arrival rates
y-¡i,i = 1,..., H, after being served enter a node of the second stage with probability p,j, i = 1,..., H; j = 1,..., K, then go to a node of the
third stage with probability pjhj = 1,... ,K; / = 1,..., JV, and, finally, they leave the network. The target node is a node of the third stage.
In this model Á-¡¡ = Á-¡¡, i = 1,..., H.
The system state X(t) is also given by (Qn,..., QiH; Q21, • • •, QJIK] Qtg)- Let us observe that the number of customers in the queues of the
third stage, except the target queue, has no influence on the rare set and is not included in X(t).
4. Choice of the importance function
The importance function should lead to a small valué of factor/y. This can be achieved if the importance of all the states x¡ when the
process enters set C¡,P*A/X., is of the same order of magnitude, in which case the variance V(P*A/X.) is small.
To achieve this objective, some approximations and assumptions are required since an exact evaluation of the importance of all the
states is not possible even for most simple multi-dimensional systems. On the other hand, an exact evaluation is not necessary, because,
as mentioned above, it is enough to know the order of magnitude of the importance of the states. For obtaining the formula of the importance function in each model, we will follow these steps:
1. First we will assume that the importance function is a linear function of the system state: <P = auQ_u + ... + a1HQ1H +a 2 iQ 2 i H H
02KQ.2K + Qtg- Linear importance functions led to successful results in the systems simulated in Villén-Altamirano (2007). The optimal
importance function obtained numerically in Garvels et al. (2002) for the two-queue tándem network with finite capacity was approximately a linear function of the queue lengths.

2. We will evalúate the importance of the extreme (also called boundary) states x¡ when the process enters set C¡, that is, the system states
whenonly one queue is not empty. The importance of the states (q 1 1 ; ... ,0; 0,... ,0; 0)
(0,... ,0; 0,... ,q2K; 0), (0,.. .,0; 0,... ,0; qtg)
is a functionof q 1 1 ; ... ,q2K,qtg. respectively. If the importance of these extreme states is similar, then it is reasonable to assume that the
intermedíate states also have similar importance.
3. We will calcúlate the coefficients an as the ratio qtg/qn that equates the importance of the state (0,..., 0; 0,..., 0; qtg) with the importance of ( q n , . . . , 0; 0,..., 0; 0). In analogous way we will calcúlate all the other coefficients of the importance function.
For evaluating the importance of the extreme states in step 2, the importance of each state x¡ is approximated by the probability of
reaching the rare set in a trial of level i when the system state at the entry state of C¡ is x¡. This probability is an underestimation of the
importance of each state because the rare set can be reached more than once in that trial. The impact of this underestimation on the coefficients obtained has not to be important because, as the underestimation affects both members of the equation, the effects are at least
partially compensated.
Let us first study the case H = K = N = 1, the well known three-queue tándem Jackson network, then generalize for a three-stage network with any valué of H,K and N, and finally generalize for a general Jackson network.
4.1. Three-queue tándem Jackson network
Let Q], Q_2 and Q3 be the number of customers in the first, second and third node, respectively, all of them with infinite buffer, and let y
be the arrival rate to the first queue. First we will consider the case p, > p 2 > p 3 , given that this is the case where more difficulties may
arise in the simulation because the first queue is the bottleneck, also the second queue is a bottleneck with respect to the third one. The rare
set is defined as Q_3 > L, and we want to estímate the steady-state probability of this set.
If we let X„ denote the number of customers in the third queue, operating in equilibrium, after the nth transition (arrival or departure),
then {X„, n = 0,1,2,...} is a Markov Chain with state space 0,1,2
L
and transition probabilities p, 1+1 = —y—; p,,_] = ^ - 0 < i < oo. If
0 and L are absorbing states, the probability that, starting in the state q3 < L, the number of customers will eventually reach L is given (see
q
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Parzen (1999), Example 6A) by P3 L~^, where p3 = -J-.
In our case the state space is q3 - l,q 3 ,..., L, ..., and the absorbing states are q3 - 1 and L, given that each retrial from the threshold
T = q3 finishes when that threshold is crossed down, that is, when there are q3 - 1 customers in the third queue and the other queues
are empty. The importance of (0,0, q3) is approximated by the probability that, starting in the state q3, the queue length will eventually
reach L before it reaches to q3 - 1. This probability is given by:
p-L+^-1

(4)
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In fact such probability is slightly lower because the initial system state is (0,0, q3) and thus, during a short transient period the load is lower
than p3.
The exact calculation of the importance of the state (q 1; 0,0) is not possible, see e.g., Batchelor and Henry (2002). To study it we will
make the following assumption: "In a three-queue tándem Jackson network with loads p, > p3, if the initial system state is (q 1; 0,1)
and the number of customers in the third queue reaches L before the third queue empties, q^ customers will be in the third queue when
the first one becomes empty". This assumption is partially justified by Lemma 1 of Villén-Altamirano (2007). That lemma was proved for
the two-queue tándem network, but also applies to our case assuming that the transient period (while customers are in the second node)
has no influence on the result. The lemma only provides lower and upper bounds for the number of customers in the third queue when the
first one empties. So, it is difficult to provide even a heuristic argument to justify that such number is exactly q¡. Nevertheless, although the
assumption is a very rough approximation, it leads to effective importance functions (as will be seen in Section 5) because, as mentioned
above, it is not necessary that all the system states of the same threshold have the same importance. It is enough that their importance be
of the same order of magnitude.
Based on this assumption and taking into account that, as long as the first queue is not empty, the load of the third queue, after a short
transient period, is p3/'p,, applying Eq. (4), the importance of the state (q 1; 0,1) is approximated by:
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The first ratio of (5) is the probability that the third queue length first reaches q^ prior to becoming empty, and the second ratio is the probability that, starting with q^ customers, the third queue length first reaches L prior to becoming empty. In fact the first probability is slightly
lower because during the transient period the load of the third queue is lower than p3/p¡. The effect of this overestimation is partially compensated in Eq. (6) with the overestimation of the importance of (0,0, q3), given by Eq. (4).
The importance of (q 1; 0,1) is a good approximation of the importance of (q 1; 0,0). Equating the importance of the extreme states
(0,0, q3) and (q 1; 0,0) given by Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively, after some algebra we obtain:
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As 1 > p, > p 3 , then 1 » p\x » p^'and 1 » pí;. Thus, we can use the following approximation, which is good except in the cases where q^ is
cióse to 0 or where p, is very cióse to p 3 : 1 - p 3 ~
n ~n ' " P í , l n [ p 3 ( l - p 3 ) / ( p 1 - p 3 ) ]
-qilnp3+
lnp 3

q 3

~,f3—, and then

The last term of the equation can be ignored except for the cases where p 3 is cióse to 1 (very improbable in rare event simulation) or where
p, is very cióse to p 3 . Thus, except in these cases, we can assume that if p, > p 3 then
q

(7)
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Analogously, the importance of the state 0,q 2 ,0) is approximated by:

(ft/fe)'1 ~ 1 P?1 ~ 1
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Equating the importance of the extreme states (0,0, q3) and (0,q 2 ,0) given by Eqs. (4) and (8), respectively, and following the same approximations that led to Eq. (7), we obtain:

Defining the importance function as

have the same importance andalso the states (0,q 2 ,0) and Í0,0,l^íq2

fulfils the requirement that the states (q 1; 0,0) and (0,0,^-q^)

J, and

thus Eqs. (7) and (9) hold. Let us observe that the coefficients of the importance function are the ratios oí q3/q-i and q3/q2 in Eqs. (7) and (9),
respectively.
With analogous reasoning, we obtain the importance function for the other five cases:
If P] < p2< p3 or if p2< pA < p3 then
<2> = Q i + Q 2 + Q3-

(11)

If p2< p3 < P] then
<2> = ! ^ Q i + Q
111

2

+ Q3.

(12)
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If P] < p3 < p2 or if p 3 < p, < p 2 then
111 p 3

As was seen before, if p, > p2 > p3 then <S> = £ ^ Q , + ^ Q

2

+ Q3-

4.2. Three-stage Jacl<son networks
Analogously to Eq. (4), the importance of the state (0,..., 0; qtg) is approximated by:
Pi} 1
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Let us see now how to obtain, approximately, the importance of the state (0,..., q l j ; ..., 0; 0), 1 sg ¡ ^H. While qv > 0, the load of the target
queue, after a transient period, is:
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We will first see the approximation made for the case p* < 1, Vi. The approximation is based on the following assumption: we will assume
that the load ptg is given by Eq. (16), i.e., the ¡th queue of the first stage does not become empty, until q^ customers of this queue are in the
target queue. This rough assumption is partially sustained by Lemma 2 of Villén-Altamirano (2007).
Let us observe that while qu customers of the ¡th queue enter the target queue, on average, (Z)w7iiZ^iPijPj«//^i¡S]/LiP!jP)ig JQii customers from the other queues of the first stage also enter the target queue. In fact this number is slightly lower because during a short transient
period the load is lower than p* , given that all the queues except the ¿th one start empty. We define: oci¡ = 1 + (Sí^iTiíSjLiPíjPjtg/
fti£,íiPi/Pi«)With the assumption made, the load ptg is given by Eq. (16) until there are a^q^ customers in the target queue. From a^q^ to L, the load
ptg is given by Eq. (15). Thus the importance of the state (0,... ,q l j ; ... ,0,0), 1 sg ¡ sg H is approximated by:
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During a transient period the load of qtg is lower than ptg in (14) and also lower than p*tg¡ in the first ratio of (17). The effect of both overestimations of the importance of the states (0,... ,0;qtg) and (0,... ,q 11; ... ,0;0), 1 sg ¡ ^H are at least partially compensated at Eq. (19).
Analogously, the importance of the state (0,..., q2¡,..., 0; 0), 1 sg j sg K is approximated by:
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For determining the coefficients of the importance function, we equate the importance of the state (0,... ,0;qtg), given by Eq. (14), with the
importance of (0,... ,q 1 1 ; ... ,0;0), 1 sg ¡ < H, given by Eq. (17). After some algebra, we obtain:
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As p* • < 1, we can make similar approximations to those made after Eq. (6):
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and then:

given that the last term of the first equation can be ignored except for the cases where p* • is cióse to 1.
Analogously, equating the importance of the states (0,... ,0; qtg) and (0,... ,q2¡,... ,0; 0), 1 íg j sg K, given by Eqs. (14) and (18), respectively, assuming p¡L. < 1, and following similar approximations, we obtain this relation:
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From Eqs. (20) and (21) we obtain the coefficients c¡i¡, 1 sg ¡ ^H and of the importance function. Henee this function is given by:
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As mentioned before, this function is valid for the cases where p* • < 1 Vi and p¡L. < 1 Vj. These loads usually lead to coefficients of Qlf and
Q_2j smaller than 1. If any coefficient is greater than 1, as it does not seem reasonable that the coefficients of the queues of the first and the
second stages in the importance function are greater than the coefficient of the target queue, that coefficient should be 1. Thus, the importance function for the cases where p* < 1 Vi and p¡L. < 1 Vj is:

* = ¿ M ^ M , 1 ^ } ^ . + ¿ M„{i,a, l n ^ } a , + Qtr

(23)

If p* > 1 V í and pt: > 1 Vj, Eq. (19) is also valid, and following analogous approximations to the previous case, we obtain the importance
function:
H

K

¡=i
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However, as the coefficients of the queues of the first and the second stages should not be greater than the coefficient of the target queue, if
p* > 1 V í and pt: > 1 Vj, the importance function is:

1=1

j=l

Let us observe that this equation is a particular case of Eq. (23) because if p* > 1 then a-¡¡ ln(p tg /p* )/ ln(ptg) > 1, and the same oceurs with
the coefficients of Q_2¡. Thus, Eq. (23) is valid for valúes of p* and p¡L. greater or smaller than one.

We must also take into account that, analogous to Eq. (13), if for some i,j -. Miní 1, ai,—^

tsi

\ > Min 11, oc2j " " ^ ^ ' j , then the coeffi-

cient of the queue i of the first stage should be given by the coefficient of the queue j of the second stage if all the customers of queue i
go to queue j . Otherwise, the coefficient of the queue i should be modified proportionally to p'¡¡ = p¡j/Y^=]Pij- Thus, the importance function
ís:
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with:
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Let us observe that Eqs. (10)-(13), (22) and (23) are particular cases of Eq. (24). Eq. (24) matches Eq. (22) in all the examples of this paper.
4.3. General Jackson networks
As mentioned in Section 3, we shall assume that K nodes are at distance 1 from the target node and that H nodes are at distance 2 from
the target node, for any valué of K and H, and that there are not nodes at distance greater than 2.
Following the same reasoning as for three-stage networks, the same importance functions given by Eq. (24) is obtained, but with the
loads and valúes of ai¡, i = 1,..., H and a2¡,j = \,...,K given by the following formulas:
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Let us observe that in the previous formulas of a-¡¡ and a2j we have just taken into account the customers that go to the target node through
the shortest way. For example, a customer that enters a node at distance 1 can go directly to the target node or can go there through one or
more intermedíate nodes and formulas only consider the first case. This approximation affects in a similar manner to the numerator (except
the arrival from the outside to the target node ytg) and denominator of a-¡¡ and a2j and thus it seems a good approximation that makes simpler
the formulas of those coefficients. Analogous approximations have been made in the formulas of p* and p¡L.. It will be checked by simulation
that the formula of the importance function leads to good results in a case where the shortest way has small probability to occur.
Following analogous reasoning, formulas for Jackson networks without any restriction could be obtained. Nevertheless, it is not worth
using more complicated formulas for networks with nodes at distance greater than 2 from the target node because the dependence between these nodes and the target node is usually very weak and can be ignored. Henee, the formulas of the importance function should
be applied only to nodes at distances 1 and 2 from the target. It will be checked by simulation that the above formulas of the importance
function also lead to good results when they are applied to networks with some nodes at distance greater than 2 and also when they are
applied to networks for which some of the assumptions made for deriving the importance function do not hold.
As a summary of the formulas given in this paper, the importance function of any Jackson network can be calculated by Eq. (24) with the
loads and valúes of oci¡, i = 1,..., H and a2¡,j = \,...,K given in this section.
5. Test cases
We conduct several simulation experiments on Jackson networks with different topologies and loads. The rare set A is defined in most
cases as Q_tg > 70, where Q_tg is the number of customer at the target node. The steady-state probability of A is of the order of 1CT34 in those
examples. The reason for simulating such small probabilities is to show the goodness of the importance functions obtained in the paper,
given that, if it is possible to estímate accurately such small probabilities with short or modérate computational time, it will take much less
time to estímate more realistic probabilities.
Thresholds T¡ were set for every integer valué of <P between 2 (in some cases 3) and /, where ívaries between 71 and 75 depending on the
case being simulated. Let us observe that the rare set can be reached in retrials from the last í-69 regions C¡ - C¡+i (CM if ¿ = M). Pilot runs
(one or two for each case) were made to set the number of retrials. We proceed as following: we set (for example) the thresholds 2,3,4
74 and we make a pilot simulation. This simulation gives us the optimal number of retrials according to Eq. (2), following the guidelines
given in Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2002) for rounding to integer valúes. If the number of retrials from one threshold (in the
pilot simulation) is 1, we elimínate such threshold. If the number of retrials from the last threshold is greater than 5, it is possible to set an
additional threshold. The number of retrials obtained R¡ is 2 or 3 in all cases. The confidence interval width is evaluated using the batch

Table 1
Results for the three-queue tándem network. Relative error = 0.1. Rare set probability: P(Qjg 3 70) = 3.99 x 10 M. p = 1/3. <P = aQ, +bQ2 + (l3.
p
4.17
3.97
4.15
4.03
3.88

x
x
x
x
x

10~ 34
10~ 34
10~ 34
10~ 34
10~ 34

P\

Pi

a

b

Events (millions)

Time (min)

Gain (events)

2/3
1/3
1/2
1/5
1/3

1/2
1/2
1/4
1/4
1/3

0.37
0.63
0.63
1
1

0.63
0.63
1
1
1

210
30
68
3.6
67

69.0
10.7
26.6
1.0
18.4

1.0
7.0
3.1
6.0
3.2

xlO28
xlO28
x 10 28
x 10 29
x 10 28

fv

Gain (time)

37.4
5.4
12.2
0.6
11.8

2.5
1.8
8.0
1.6
5.5

x 10 27
x 10 28
x 10 27
xlO29
x 10 27

h
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.7

Table 3
Results for Jackson networks with 7 nodes. Relative error= 0.1. Rare set probability: P(Qtg 3 70) = 8.8 x 10~35. ptg = 0.3262. á> = a £?_,(!• + bEJUQ, + Qtgp

Pü
35

9.1 x 10~
8.5 x 10~ 35
8.9 x 10~ 35

0.50
0.32
0.28

Py
0.41
0.41
0.30

a
0.23
0.36
0.40

b
0.45
0.45
0.61

Events (millions)
41
13
7

Time (min)
13.7
3.8
2.2

Gain (events)
29

3.7 x 10
1.2 x 10 30
2.1 x 10 30

fv

Gain (time)

h

4.3
1.4
0.8

8.3 x 10 28
2.8 x 10 29
5.1 x 10 29

A.A
A2
A2

means method. (It could also be used the independent replication method). Each batch finishes after a fix number of arrivals (usually
between 500,000 and 2,000,000). After each batch the half width of the 95% confidence interval divided by the estimate (relative error)
is calculated and the simulation finishes when the relative error is smaller than 0.1. For each case we made 3 simulations, and we wrote
in the tables the results corresponding to the median of the computational times. All the experiments were run on a Pentium(R) D CPU
3.01 GHz.
5.1. Three-queue tándem network
Customers arrive to the first queue of this network with arrival rate equal to 1, then go to the second queue, then to the third and then
they leave the network. The importance function <P was chosen according to Eqs. (10)-(13), that is, <P = aQ_^ + bQ_2 + Q3, with valúes of a
and b depending on the loads p-¡,p2 and p3. The results, which are summarized in Table 1, show that very accurate estimates were obtained in short or modérate computational time.
To evalúate approximately the gain in events or the gain in time with respect to a crude simulation, the data of the crude simulations
were estimated by extrapolating the measured valúes for P(Qtg > 14) = 2.09 x 10~07. To estimate this probability with a relative error
equal to 0.1, it was necessary to simúlate the arrival of 4009 million customers and it took 5.6 h of computational time in the same PC.
The extrapolation was made taking into account that with crude simulation the relative error for estimating a probability P with n batches
(samples) is proportional to y/P(l - P)/n/P ~ 1/VnP. Thus, the number of samples for achieving a given relative error is inversely proportional to the probability that is to be estimated.
It is interesting to compare the measured gain with the theoretical one derived from Eq. (1). If we assume/y = 1 and/ 0 = 1 in Eq. (1), the
theoretical gain is equal to 3.74 x 1029 (taking the valúes of r¡ given by Eq. (2) and thus/ R = 1, and/ T is equal to its bound in Eq. (3) evaluated forPm¡n =P 1 / M ). We see that the theoretical gain (for fv = l,/ 0 = 1) is, in the first row, 37.4 times the actual gain in events. Given that
the gain in events is not affected by the factor/ 0 , the valué 37.4 can be taken as an estimate of/v. Finally, the factor f0 can be estimated as
the ratio between the gain in events and the gain in time. Valúes of/0 up to 3.9 were obtained, as shown in Table 1.
The low valúes of fv show that the choice of the importance function is appropriate and that the application is cióse to the optimal, at
least for most of the tested cases. We observe that the worst result is obtained when p, > p2> p3, as we mentioned in Section 4.1, but even
in this case the computational time is modérate.
To study the goodness of the approximations that led to Eqs. (10)-(13) and also to analyse the sensitivity of the results to changes in the
importance function, the same network was studied with the importance function <P = aQ_^ + bQ_2 + Q3 for different valúes of a and b. The
best results were obtained with the importance functions given by Eqs. (10)-(13) except in the last case: p, = p2= p3, where slightly better results were obtained for a = 0.9, b = 0.9. These results support the goodness of the importance functions given by Eqs. (10)-(13) and
seem to indícate that the approximations made for deriving the equations are good enough for the desired purpose.
As regards the sensitivity, the valúes of/v for valúes of aand b up to 10% lower than those given by the formulas, became less than double. However, worse results were obtained for valúes of aand b greater than those given by the formulas.
Garvels et al. (2002) estimated the importance function using the time-reversal method with the restriction of assuming finite capacity
of the first two queues, but they could not estimate accurately overflow probabilities lower than 10~15. The method cannot be generalized
to bigger networks because, as they mentioned, the bigger state space results in a greater variance of the estimates of the importance
function.
Remark 1. The results (Table 2) and comments corresponding to the three-stage Jackson network can be seen in Supplementary material.
5.2. General Jackson networks
Although it is not possible to simúlate all the Jackson networks to prove that the importance function given by Eq. (24) is always
effective, we have selected test cases that a priori could have some difficulties. If the importance function is effective for these cases, it
is supposed that it will be also effective for most Jackson networks.

5.2.Í.Jackson networks with all nodes at distance lower than 3
Let us now consider a Jackson network with 7 nodes. Customers from the outside arrive at any node of the network at a rate
y¡; = 1, i = 1,... ,7. After being served in each node, a customer leaves the network with probability 0.2. Otherwise the customer goes
to another node in accordance to the following transition matrix:

1
2
3
4
5
6
tg

1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0
0.1
0.1

6
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0
0.1

tg
0
0
0
0
0.3
0.3
0.2

The overall arrival rate to each node is 1, = 4.5, i = 1,... ,4; 15 = 1 6 = 5.73;Xtg = 5.55. The rare set is also Qtg > 70, where Qtg is the
target queue. The load of the target node is 0.3262. We can observe in the matrix that nodes 5 and 6 are at distance 1 from the target node,
and that nodes 1 to 4 are at distance 2 from the target node. Nodes 5 and 6 have the same load, and the same occurs with nodes 1 to 4.
The importance function <P was chosen according to Eq. (24) with the coefficients given in Section 4.3. The gain and the factors/y and/ 0
are estimated as in Section 5.1. The results, which are summarized in Table 3, show that very accurate results were obtained in short computational time.
We can also observe that the worst results are obtained when pv > p2j > ptg, while the best results are obtained when the bottleneck is
the target queue. The results are better than in the previous networks because many customers of the other queues never go to the target
queue. Thus, the dependence of the target queue on the queue length of the other queues is weaker and the efficiency of RESTART is greater.
Unlike with importance sampling, the efficiency of RESTART may improve with the complexity of the systems and it does not seem affected
by the feedback. Let us observe that the splitting technique described in Kahn and Harris (1951) would not be effective for estimating steady-state probabilities in complex networks because the triáis that include regions of less importance are not killed and so much time would
be wasted, see Villén-Altamirano and Villén-Altamirano (2006). The two variants of splitting that use resplits, described in L'Ecuyer et al.
(2007), might also be appropriate for this problem, given that those variants are closer to RESTART method than to splitting.
In the three cases the best results are obtained with coefficients a and b around 20-25% greater than those given by the formulas derived
in the paper. Nevertheless, very good results are also obtained with the importance function given by Eq. (24). The low valúes of/v achieved
show that the application is cióse to the optimal one, at least for the tested cases. The robustness of the choice of these coefficients is greater than in previous networks, because acceptable results (valúes of/v less than double those of the best results) are obtained for valúes of a
and b up to 20% lower or greater than the optimal ones.
5.2.2. Large Jackson networks with some nodes at distances greater than 2
We studied a Jackson network with 15 nodes: 4 of them at distance 3 from the target node, 5 at distance 2 and 5 at distance 1. After
being served at each node, customers could leave the network with a probability of 0.2 or could go to another eight nodes with a probability
of 0.1 for each. Twenty minutes of computational time was necessary to estímate a probability of the order of 10~33 and 4 min to estímate a
probability of the order of 10~17. It seems that large networks are not a problem and that it is not necessary to take into account in the
importance function the nodes that are at distance greater than 2 from the target node. As mentioned above, RESTART may improve with
the complexity of the systems because of the weaker dependence of the target queue on the length of the other queues.
Remark 2. A more detailed analysis of the influence of nodes at distances greater than 2 on the importance function can be seen in
Supplementary material. It is concluded in this material that to take into account in the importance function the nodes at distance 3
improves very slightly the efficiency obtained with Eq. (24). However, if the IF does not contain the nodes at distance 2, the efficiency is
much worse. In this material it is also fully specified the network with 15 nodes.
5.2.3. Networks with strong feedback
We consider a 2-node Jackson network with a external arrival rate at each node equal to 1. Customers departing any of the two nodes
join the other node with a probability of 0.8, or leave the network with a probability of 0.2. The load of the target node is 1/3, the load of the
other node is 2/3 and <P = 0.36Q] + Q_2. Thirty minutes of computational time was necessary to estímate a probability of the order of 10~ 34
and less than 4 min for a probability of the order of 10~15.
Let us now study a Jackson network with 7 nodes but with stronger feedback than the network of Section 5.2.1. The arrival rate from the
outside and the probability of leaving the network are the same as in the previous network. The transition matrix is the same as before
except that the last two rows in this network are: (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.3, 0, 0.1) and (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0) respectively. The loads
of the nodes are: (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.42, 0.40, 0.31), and the importance function given by Eq. (24) is: <P = 0.26(0., + 0.2 + 0.3+
O4) + O.5IQ5 + 0.37Q6 + Q7. Note that customers served at node 6 go with a probability of 0.3 to node 5 (and from there to the target node
with a probability of 0.3) and with a probability of 0.1 directly to the target node. As was indicated in Section 4.3, the formulas of the importance function only take into account the customers that go to the target node by the shortest way, and we wanted to check whether the
fact that the probability of the shortest way is smaller for customers of node 6 might affect the results. Less than five minutes of computational time was needed to estímate a probability of the order of 10~36. This result is better than that obtained for the first case of Section
5.2.1.
These examples corrobórate that, unlike in importance sampling, the efficiency of RESTART is not affected by the feedback, while the
second example suggests that the assumption of considering the shortest way to the target node (for deriving the importance function)
does not affect the efficiency, either.

5.2.4. Networks with high dependencies and some nodes at distances greater than 2
In Section 5.1 we studied networks for which the dependency of the target queue on the queue length of the other queues was very high
because all the customers of the other queues had to go to the target queue. We now consider another example with the same high dependency but with several nodes at distances greater than 2 and with a quite lower load of the target queue. The test case is a six-queuejackson tándem network, in which the first five nodes have the same load (2/3) and the last (target) node has a lower load (1/3). Thirty minutes
of computational time was needed to estímate a probability of the order of 10~15 with the importance function given by Eq. (24). A heuristic importance function, <P = 0.15Q] + 0.2Q_2 + 0.25Q3 + 0.31 Q4 + 0.37Q5 + Qg, that takes into account the dependence of the target
node on all the nodes and gives lower weights to the nodes that are farther from the target node, provided an accurate estimation of
the same probability with 10 min of computational time.
These results show that the worst cases are networks with very high dependencies, in which the target queue has a much lower load
than the other queues. But even in a case as "problematic" as the six-queue tándem network, the importance function given by Eq. (24)
allows probabilities of the order of 10~15 to be estimated with modérate computer times. Although the importance function given by
Eq. (24) can be improved for some specific networks, it seems to be good enough for estimating very low probabilities with short or modérate computational times for most (perhaps all)Jackson networks.
6. Conclusions
The choice of the importance function is the most critical feature when the method RESTART is applied to multi-dimensional systems.
This paper has focused on finding formulas of effective importance functions for three-stage Markovian networks with any number of
nodes and for more general Markovian networks. These formulas could be implemented in tools used for fast simulation of general Jackson
networks.
Different types of networks with different loads of the nodes have been simulated and buffer overflow probabilities much lower than
those needed in practical problems (around 10~34) have been accurately estimated within reasonable computational work. The efficiency
of RESTART may improve with the complexity of the systems because the dependence of the target queue on the queue length of the other
queues is weaker. The efficiency does not seem affected by the feedback.
To obtain the formulas of the importance functions it has been necessary to make certain approximations and assumptions. Although
some of them are rough approximations, they lead to effective importance functions: in many cases the best simulation results were obtained with the coefficients of the importance function given by the formulas and in the other cases the best coefficients were cióse to those
obtained with the formulas. Let us observe that the approximations could affect to the efficiency of the method, but they do not affect to the
correctness of the estimates.
The importance function has been derived equating the importance of one extreme state with the importance of each of the other extreme states. It would be interesting to see whether the importance of the extreme states would be affected in a similar manner when the
interarrivals and/or services times are not exponentially distributed. As a consequence, the importance function derived for Jackson networks would be fit for other networks. Future research must determine the types of non-Markovian multi-dimensional networks for which
the importance function given by Eq. (24) is valid.
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